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Mykonos, Greece
YOURretreat 
OURtimeexclusive
all inclusive seven days. six nights



We will make sure you have everything you need to spend your time 
wisely to make YOUR time a work of art. 

e time you have always wanted is NOW | 
Allow the magic of BEING to unfold. 

magical Mykonos | YOUR retreat

Get lost in time, in the sacred soil of the gods. 

An exceptional experience in a small group setting to 
dene your objectives and tailor your time off.
Because you are unique, I will take the time to listen to your 
needs prior to the retreat in a one-on-one Coaching session. 
TTogether we will organize what you want out of the seven days we 
will spend in a grand traditional Mediterranean house on the 
enchanted island of Mykonos.

Located in the preserved area of the island, the beautiful Misina 
exclusive beach will be the perfect setting to pause, 
relax, center your reections and take care of yourself. 



Inspired by the Greek gods and the powerful magic of their 
mythology, we will channel their energy to your stars to dene 

clear objectives as a guide to personalize your stay. 

Having your Natal chart as a compass, we will make sure you 
prioritize, and accomplish YOU. While enjoying the luxury 
of BEING in a blissful environment. 

Fluctuating between time of introspection and exploration, we 
will have a scheduled second one-on-one Integrative Coaching 
session to tune in and check in on your goals, with 
the intention to come back to the essence of your time off. 

YOURretreat 

OURtime

magical Mykonos | YOUR retreat





Giving the body the nourishment it requires to replenish and restore.

Knowing that food is fuel for motivation, and a source of 
pleasure, together with our private experienced plant 
based chef, I will guarantee all meals are created keeping our 

body constitution and health goals in mind. 

YOUR
nourishment 

magical Mykonos | YOUR retreat



| our host

   MYKO-
        NOS

A uniquely atmospheric beach 
property comprising several 
buildings set in 80,000 sq.m of 
land. e property is right on 
a secluded sandy beach in the 
far north of the island, which 
is also sheltered from the pre-
vvailing north wind.

e property and surroundings area are part of 
a natural reserve.  It is a world away from the 
usual sleek, white modern villas that have 
bloomed all over the island - the owner has 
built it with tremendous care and love, and it 
exudes a mellow and timeless beauty. A 
house for connoisseurs. ere is not much le 
ofof the old, bohemian, laid-back Mykonos and 
Aristotle Onanssis and his jet set friends dis-
covered, and which really started the whole 
Mykonos story, but this house is for those who 
want to be on Mykonos but get away from the 
glitz and ashiness of the rest of the island. 



connection
Mykonos

optional activities available
while you enjoy your 

EXPLORE time

Silent walk and Meditation
 in the Island of Delos - 
the birth of Apollo 

New Moon Beach Meditation 
to invoke the strength of 

Poseidon, god of the waters 

SacSacred Fire Singing Circle 
under the stars honoring 
Vesta -goddess of re 

Getting lost in the 
white labyrinth of the 

beautiful Center of Mykonos

Hikes, Snorkling, Kayaking 

OUR



OUR day PROGRAM

7:00 - 8:30             sunrise Ashtanga Yoga
  9:00- 9:45              Plant Based Breakfast

10  Consultations & Body Work
12:30                   Plant Based Lunch
14                  ME Time . explore

17:45                Plant Based Dinner
1919              sunset Meditation 
* All levels of practice or new to yoga are welcome.

A time to align mind-body in the perfect environment 
using contemplative practices and personalized moments. 



Margaret has immersed herself in the eld of 
Alternative Health and Holistic Well Being. 
erapies for the past 20 years. She studied 
Yoga in India and Astrology in Venezuela. 
She received her certication in Bach Flower 
Remedies in England and completed her 
Traditional Chinese Medicine training, 
ArAromatherapy studies, Integrative Health 
Coaching and Peristeam Facilitation in the 
United States. She has supported people 
from around the world in their process of 
healing physical and emotional ailments, 
thereby creating balanced, grounded, and 
healthy lives. In 2018, she founded Siendo 
aart of BEING in Lisbon, Portugal.

She has now been teaching Ashtanga Yoga 
according to the Mysore method for over 
two decades in New York, São Paulo,  Rio de 
Janeiro and Lisbon. 

With the birth of her son Micael in 2012 
she experienced a deepening of Yoga in all 
aspects of her life.

AAs a designer, Yoga practitioner, health 
coach and spiritual seeker, Margaret is 
constantly connecting and exploring the 
relationships between humanity and 
nature.  Her life’s purpose is to contribute 
to the exploration and deepening of people’s 
spiritual paths.

Margaret | 
Interative Medicine  
Health Coach & 
Ashtanga 
Yoga teacher.

ONEweek
immersionwith





 ALL inclusive stay 
YOURsix nights . seven days 

Two Consultations with Margaret 
One Tailored bodywork

Daily Yoga and Meditation
All Plant based meals

12 Moon Guide to align your needs with your objectives
Transfer from Airport to House to Airport

TTailored | 
 Phytotherapy | support your focus 
Crystals | for meditation Japamala

Personalized Welcome Kit

    



guidelinesOUR
To honor your quiet In time, we have a 'no cellphone or 
media restriction' as we want to create and preserve a 
sacred retreat space.- the usage of media will only be  
permitted in quarters and office doors. 
Restricting all common areas from its usage. 

AAs an opportunity to cleanse and purify, we won’t be offering 
coffee, rened sugars, alcohol or additive substances during 
our retreat. 
If you foresee this as a challenge, please let us know if you 
need support and guidelines on how to prepare your body 
and mind to transcend these restrictions.

magical Mykonos | YOUR retreat



Shared ROOM  | two individuals 
2,900€ per person

Shared JUNIOR suite with sea view  | two individuals 
3,200€ per person

PRIVATE ROOM |  upon requst

CANCELATION POLICY
If If your cancelation notication is received:

More than four (4) weeks prior to retreat date = 50% of payment reimbursed.
Four (4) weeks or less prior to retreat date = there will be no reimbursement.

    

OURprices



For bookings: 
email: tosca@siendo.net 
whatsapp:+351933152626

www.siendo.net 


